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Message from the President 
 

I hope everyone is keeping well and, equally importantly, trying 
to keep busy and active during these difficult times.   
 

By sending out these regular Mini Newsletters we trying, as best 
we can, to help members by providing some interesting and  
hopefully useful photographic stimulation. 
 

I noticed that the RPS president, Alan Hodgson, had a relevant 
quote in a recent blog: 
 
“Share stuff -This may be the most important to keep a sense of 
community going through this period. We are all in this together 
and we need to find ways to share experience and resource with 
others.” 
 

If you have photographic items to share with members in future editions just let me 
know. 

Stay safe and follow the rules 

Bob Breach - President  
 
(breaches@btinternet.com) 

 

The Committee has been looking at ways that we can maintain those Society activities 
we can during the current coronavirus problems. 
 

We had two internal competitions still left in the season before we had to close.          
Unfortunately we have concluded that for hygiene reasons it is not practicable to hold the 
annual print competition, but we do hope that we can find a way to hold an on line     
version of the annual DPI competition.  We have been in touch with the judge, our own 
Anne Sutcliffe, and in conjunction with her, will be testing how this might work using a 
web conferencing facility. We don’t think we will be able to do this live, but we will record 
the judging as if it was live and let you all see this via a You Tube link at a designated 
time. 
 

The original handing in date was last Tuesday, but we are now setting a new date of the 
7th April.  Remember that you can enter up to four images in any of four categories:-  

  Colour       Mono          Scapes               Portrait     

You can enter whichever category you wish, one in each or maybe just in two or even 
one category.  Send the images to the usual e-mail address but make sure that the     
image is titled as Your Name#Image Title and then #C, #M, #S or #P depending on 
which category you wish your image to be entered in.  Any  queries contact Bob Breach 
or Bob Bracher. 
 

Subsequently we are also hoping to run an informal on line DPI interclub competition 
with Shirley Photographic Society.  Tony Moir has sent out a note about this and will be 
in touch again in due course. 

Society activities 

mailto:breaches@btinternet.com
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Useful photo websites 

John Innes has recommended that you have a 
look at some of the on line tutorials by Gavin 
Hoey.  This one lasts around 10 minutes and 
shows how to create interesting texture images 
in Photoshop, using simple shots that can be 
found anywhere, even around your home.  Give 
it a try. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

                 Texture images 

 

He also has a useful website 

 

                 Gavin Hoey 

 

In this newsletter we are using links to relevant web pages.  These are highlighted in blue and 
underlined.  To access the web page you will need to be connected to the internet.  Depending 
on which device you are using, simply click on the link or if that does not work try holding down 
the alt key with your cursor over the link and it should change to a hand sign, then click.  The 
webpage should open in a new tab on your browser 

Wildlife photography winners 

I noticed that the results of the first 
“Nature TTL Photographer of the Year 
2020” have just been announced.  If 
you look at the link below you will see 
some stunning and quite different     
images.  The website looks interesting 
too. 

           Wildlife image winners 

Short AVs 

Several members commented that in these gloomy times, it was a light relief to see 
the AV of Yellowstone in the last edition.  We’re not able to travel the world for the 
time being, but at least we can enjoy some spectacular places in a virtual sense.  
Some members have let me know that they may be able to share some of their AVs in 
the future, so please let me know if you can.  In the meantime here is a link to a short 
6 minute AV “Postcards from Malta”.  I believe that quite a few of you may have     
visited this amazing small island which has a rich and dramatic history.  It also has a     
distinctive architecture with warm coloured stone and is famous for its balconies and 
elaborate doors. 

 

These images cannot hope to cover Malta                      
comprehensively, but just a small snapshot to either    
remind you of your visit or, whet your appetite to go   
when you can in the future. 
 

Bob Breach 

                         Postcards from Malta 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2H0wlZKfXc
https://www.gavtrain.com/
https://www.naturettl.com/winners-of-the-nature-ttl-photographer-of-the-year-2020-competition/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4g_I8J1nYa0&feature=youtu.be
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Producing Photographic Panels by Bob Bracher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

What is a Panel ? 

Normally, prints or digital images should total between three and five, laid out at the 
authors discretion. Four can be used, but beware the equal number! Artistically, even 
numbers do not always work ! 
 

A Panel that includes your “best ever” photo is unlikely to succeed …. unless you have 
a few of them! One very good image will not “cancel out” the “lesser” images and the 
Panel will look distorted. Three Gold Medal winners, unless they meet the criteria (see 
below) will not achieve the same success when used as a Panel.  
 

A viewer of a Panel, should see it as one cohesive “picture.” The eye should not be 
thrown by one image being “stronger” than the others, either by content, colour,    
contrast or indeed quality! 
 

What are the guidelines ? 

1. All the images should show a similar tone and tonal range. 

2. If there is a horizon on all the images, these should “join up” so that the viewer is 
not looking up and down. 

3. The subject matter should be similar. 

4. The image (s) on the left side of the Panel should take the eye towards the cen-
tre. As should the image (s) on the right. It could be argued that the central im-
age should be the strongest … perhaps so, but not so strong that the viewer “only 
sees” the central picture and not the others ! 

5. A Panel can tell a story by “reading” left to right. 

6. Digital Panels are often difficult to lay out. Try to be imaginative and providing 
you do not use more than five images in total, you can use an image as a back-
ground, perhaps desaturated so as not to overpower the images in the          
foreground. If you do not wish to use a black or white background, use a colour 
that is sympathetic to the images (tonal range). 

7. In the case of prints, the mounts should be all the same colour and format. I have 
seen however, a square central mount between to rectangular mounts. It gelled ! 

  

And finally ……. look to break the “Rules,” but do it with good reason - even if the 
judge does not see things your way. Are you producing images that make you happy, 
or the judge “happy?” Sometimes everybody is happy ! 

 

Please contact me on 07770 555148 if you want to discuss anything. 

 


